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TI-e Honorable M Peter McPherson
Admiaistrator, Agency for International
Development

Dear Mr. McPherson

This report presents the results of our review of the fiscal year 1984
emergency food program for drought stricken Africa We reviewed the
program in Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Senegal, and Somalia to
determine program results and to evaluate program management. These
countries were among those most severely affected by the drought, and
they received about30 percent, or 147,000 metric tons, of the emer-
gency food aid provided in fiscal year 1984 Much of the food arrived in-
country during the traditional rainy season when distributing it to the
most n,-edy normally would be difficult

Theemergency food program was carried out under Title II of the Agri-
cultural Trade Development and Assistance Actof 1964, commonly
referred to as Public Law 480. Such emergency assistance is provided on
a grant basis to affecte-' countries and is normally of limited duration
Donated commodities aregenerally distributed free of charge to needy
persons, but under certain circumstances, the United States approves of
their sale, and sales were approved mseveral of the countries we
visited

Nonemergency feeding programs in developing countries, such as
maternal child health progiams, food for work projects, and primary
school feeding, are also supported by Title II Nonemergency food is also
provided through Title I undei which the United States provides devel-
oping countries with low interest, long-term credits to purchase expess
iJ S agricultural commodities to augment their aggregate supply of
food Recipient countries normally sell Title I food through existing com-
mercial channels Although we did rot review nonemergency Title I and
Title 11 programs, this report contains some information that came to
our attention while reviewing the emergency program in Somalia

This letter summarizes our findings, conclusions, and recommendations
Appendix 1 contains more detailed information on our objectives, scope,
and methodology andour findings.
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Success of the 1984
Emergency Assistance
nogram

U.S emergency food alleviated the suflenng of many people affected by
Africa's drought during 1984 . However, at the time of our visit to the
five countries in November and December 1984, significant quantities of
food had not been distributed due to a variety of problems, only some of
which were under the Agency for International Development's (AW)
direct control.

Accordingto Public Law 480, commodities should be distributed to areas
of greatest need, with priority given, to the extent feasible, to people
suffering from malnutrition Forpurposes of this report, the "most
needy" are defined as (1) people living in areas whichexperienced large
cereal shortfalls as a result of the drought and which missions indicated
should receive aid and (2) categories of people, such as mothers and
children, who the missions identified as having high levels of
malnutrition .

AID provided emergency food to cooperating sponsors in-country, who in
turn distributed it to the needy. At the time of our visit, cooperating
sponsors had reported 68 percent of the food as distributed and 22 per-
cent as undistributed, for9 percent the status was unknown and 1 per-
cent had been reported as lost Fifty six percent of U.S emergency food
in Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Senegal, and Somalia had been dis-
tributed to people who met the most needy criteria as defined above and
12 percent to people who did not. The amount of food which had been
distributed to the most needy varied widely-12 percent in Somalia, 34
percent in Mali, 56 percent in Senegal, 70 percent in Mauntama, and 98percent in Burkina Faso.

AID's overall level of success was affected in varying uegrees by difficul-
ties in obtaining reliable estimates of cereal deficits, transportation
problems, late arrival of food, lack of agreement on distribution plans
before the food arrived, and inconsistent monitoring by the missions.

In Somalia, where only 12 percent of the food reached the most needy,
the food shortage was not as severe as originally projected because of
unreliable estimates of cereal production, existing cereal reserves, and
consumption reauirements . Therefore, Somali. received more emer
gency food than it needed, and this contributed to the fact that 68 per-
cent of it was not distributed. The remaining 30 percent which was
supposed to be sold to residents of urban areas through commercial
channels was sold to public institutions, including Somalia's armed
forces.
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Dibtrirdtion Monitoring

"

	

In Mauritania, transportation problems delayed the government's distri-bution of significant quantities of food
"

	

In Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, and Somalia, Tome food could not be dis-tributed as intended because it arrived too late for m,.ny reasons,including the timing of the missions' food requests to AID Washington
and the time required in the United States to approve programs, obtain
supplemental appropriations, and procure and transport the food to
Africa

"

	

In Somalia, Senegal, and Mali, large quantities of distributed food did
not go to persons in the most needy category because AID either did not(1) require the distributing organizations to develop distribution plansor (2) reach agreement on the plans with the cooperating sponsor beforethe food arrived.

Monitoring of emergency food distributions varied considerably from
country to country Monitoring activities mayvary because AID'S Hand-book 9, its manual of guidelines and procedures governing Public Law480 programs, does not define the amount of monitoring that is neces-
sary to ensure proper accounting for U S commodities and because mis-sions differ on the amount of monitoring they believe is necess-iry

Missions in Senegal and Burkina Faso developed a more thorough and
complete approach to monitoring than the other missions, including fre-
quent visits to ports, storage sites, and distribution centers Missions in
Somalia, Mali, and Mauritania, however, reued more extensively oninformation provided by recipient governments and did less monitoringof the disposition of the commodities through field visits In Somalia,
where the mission performed little monitoring prior to our visit, mission
officials did not know how much emergency food the military had pur-chased and were not aware of poor storage conditions In Mauritania,the mission did not send a monitor to the port of Dakar, Senegal, and
therefore did not become aware of problems in unloading and bagging
food until after they occurred More extensive monitoring in these coun-tries would have enabled AID to identify distribution problems earlier
and help resolve them.
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Other Problems Affect

	

During our review of the emergency program in Somalia, we noted the
Nonemergency

	

following difficulties with the nonemergency programs

Programs in Somalia

	

" The government sold about 80 percent of the 290,000 metric tons ofTitle I food which it received between 1978 and 1983 to public institu-tions at p:ices below market value according to a 1984 AID study Thisresulted in less funds being available for development projects" A government auction committee did not follow procedures developedby AID and the Somali government during a 1984 auction of over 20,000metric tons of Title I and II commodities . According to the mission, thecommittee permitted public officials to participWe in the auction andinappropriately rejected several high bids from private sectormerchants in favor of lower bids
"

	

Government officials intercepted and -old 2,500 metric tons of fiscalyear 1984 Title II, World Food Program, wheat flour for about 17 per-cent of the prevailing market price to friends who resold it for a profit .The flour was supposed to be sold and the proceeds used for a localdevelopment project .

Conclusion.;

	

Although U S emergency food assisted many African drought victims,difficult terrain, inefficient transportation networks, and limited gov-ernment capabilities for assessing food needs linuted the extent to whichfiscal year 1984 emergency food was distributed and reached the mostneedy in the five countries we reviewed Beyond these factors, variancesin the missions' planning and monitoring of emergency food distribu-tions also limited the program's success There appears to be a directrelationship between the amount of planning and monitoring performedby the missions and the extent to which food reached the most needy.We therefore believe that better planning for emergency distributionbefore the food arrives could improve future programs and that moreextensive monitoring of emergency food distribution, such as occurredin Burkina Fasn and Senegal, would erable missions to identify andresolve problems earlier.

The success of emergency programs also appears to depend on whetheremergency food arrives when it is most needed and can be transportedto drought-affected areas Based on the results of AID's fiscal year 1984program, earlier delivery of emergency commodities would make pos-sible a larger percentage of food reaching the most needy Althoughmost food arrived during the traditional rainy season, only minor dis-ruptions occurred in 1984 because of the continuing drought However,delivery of emergency food during the rainy seasons could potentially
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Recommendations

delay or preclude the delivery of significant quantities of food Also, thearrival of large quantities of food shortly before a harvest can signifi-cantly llrtut program success, since cooperating sponsors may not beable to complete distribution when it is most needed before locallygrown food becomes available .

Problems affecting AID's food program in Somalia were widespread andrequire special attention The government's use of commodities providedunder both Title I and II raises questions about the conditions underwhich the United States should provide Somalia with additional foodassistance and about improveTrents the mission needs to make to ensureproper accounting for U S commodities We identified some manage-ment problems, such as the need for distribution plans and betterinternal controls over the sale of commodities, which, if corrected, couldcontribute to more successful programs .

To improve the prospects for emergency food to reach those most seri-ously affected by famine, we recommend that you.

Require missions to review and approve cooperating sponsors' plans fordistributing emergency food prior to its arrival Missions should ensurethat distribution plans specify the (1) geographic areas or categories ofpeople that will receive aid, (2) amount each area or group will receive,and (3) transportation and distribution network, to he ilsed
Require missions to submit emergency food requests a3 early as pos-sible . Where appropriate, AID should encourage missions to submit par-tial requests based on preliminary estimates of cereal needs and followup with supplemental requests once needs are better known
Strengthen AID Handbook 9 standards for monitoring err,;rgency foodSuch standards should specify the extent and type of monitoring neededto ensue e proper accounting for commodities sold or distributed free,including visits to storage facilities, regional and local distribution sites,and villages

Also, because of the problems identified, we believe Alo's Title I and IIprograms in Somalia require special attention . Therefore, we recommend
that you have the AID Inspector General review Public Law 480 foodprograms in Somalia, this would provide additional information OIL theresults of Title I and 11 food programs and identify needed
improvements
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Agency Comments

B-217878

The complete text of AID's comments and ourevaluation are included in .appendix III AID agreed that the report reflected the problems and diffi-culties experienced in implementing and administering emergency foodaid programs in developing countries AID said that it is constantlyseeking ways to improve the programming, implementation, and adinin-Istration of these activities, and significant progress is being made Forexample, a comprehensive food crop assessment methodology has beendeveloped that should greatly assist in making more accurate and timelyfood need estimates . Secondly, pre-positioning of commodities in U S.ports has been used to reduce drastically delivery tune to at-risk popula-tions in certain countries Also, there has been considerable improve-ment in curbing delays of food deliveries under emergencyprograms.

We have not fully evaluated the success of these efforts; however, infor-mation on the 1986 emergency food program for the five countries inourreview shows that the tune required to approve programs, obtaincommodities, and begin loading them for shipment, for the first 7months of the fiscal year, was only slightly less than in fiscal year 1984.

AID disagreed in some instances with our definition of "most needy" andour computation of the amount of food that was distributed to the mostneedy In some instances, Am's comments suggested that the explana-tions given and actions taken to correct problems at the individualcountry level obviated the need for our recommendations. Other recom-mendations were not commented on by the agency.

Our evaluation Of AID's more substantive comments is contained mappendix I, and all of the agency's comments are included m appendixIII We have also modified the report, to the extent necessary, to clarifythe material presented. With the exception of the recommendedInspector General audit in Somalia, our recommendations addressimprovements needed in Am's policies and procedures which are rele-vant to all countries and to future situations . We believe implementationof the recommendations will enhance Am's ability to provide timelyfuture emergency food aid and assure that it reaches the people mostseriously affected by famine . Regarding Somalia, AID commented thatthe AID Inspector General had conducted a review of the iitle I and 11programs in Somalia, found many of the same problems as we found,and the mission is taking corrective action We inquired about theInspector General audit and found that it was made 2 years before ourreview Because the problems in Somalia relating to the Public Law 480program have existed over a prolonged period of time-Including the
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8-217978

emergency and nonemergency programs-we believe the Inspector Gen-
eral should make another review to evaluate the extent to which
improvements have been made m the programs and problems corrected .

As you know, 31 U S C §720 requires the head of a federal agency to
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recommendations to
the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and the House Com-
mittee on Government Operations not later than 60 days after the date
of the report and to the House and Senate Committees on Appropria-
tions with the agency's first request for appropriations made more than
60 days after the date of the report .

We are sending copies of this report to cognizant congressional commit-
tees, the Director of the Office of Management and Budget, the Secre-
taries of State and Agriculture, and ocher interested parties .

Sincerely yours,

Frank C Conahan
Director
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Appendix I

Emergency Food Assistance to Africa.

Background

Title II Program
Management

In fiscal year 1984, the United States provided more than 500,000
metric tons of food valued at $172 mullion to alleviate the effects of
Africa's worst drought in recent history Continuing widespread
drought has caused many African countries to depend increasingly on
food donations front the international community In January 1985, the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAo) estimated that 20 African
countries would need 5 7 million metric tons of food during 1985 In
response to these worsening conditions, the Agency for International
Development (Am), as of June 20, 1985, approved the donation of 1 5
million metric tons of U.S . emergency food to Africa in 1985 at a °ost of
about$584 mullion.

The United States donates food to victims of earthquakes, floods,
droughts, and civil strife tinder Title II of the Agricultural Trade Devel-
opment and Assistance Act of 1954, commonly referred to as Public Law
480. Title 11 commodities are to be distributed in the areas of greatest
need, with priority given, to the extent feasible, to people suffering from
malnutrition . Emergency assistance is normally of limited duration and
is provided to countries which lack the resources to purchase food com-
mercially . Title II funds also support ongoing feedmg programs in devel-
oping countries, with primary emphasis on maternal child health
programs, food for work projects, and primary school feeding.

The United States provides emergency food destined for famine victims
to cooperating sponsors, who in turn distribute it to the needy Cooper-
ating sponsors can be (1) governments, (2) multilateral organizations,
such as the U.N . World Food Program (wFP) and the UN International
Children's Emergency Fund, or (3) non-profit, U S private voluntary
organizations (Pvos), such as Catholic Relief Services (ctts), CARE, and
Lutheran World Renef Cooperating sponsors are responsible for estab-
lishing distribution networks to reach disaster victims and foe properly
storing and accounting for commodities.

AID, assisted by the U.S Department of Agriculture, has primary respon-
sibility for managing Title II programs Am Washington establishes guid-
ance, evaluates emergency requests, establishes formal agreements with
host governments, and oversees implententation through its missions .
An interagency committee -consisting of representatives from AiD, the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, State, and Treasury, and the
Office of Management andBudget-makes overall policy decisions and
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1984 Emergency A..3sistance
Program

Appendix I
Emergency Food Assistanceto Africa

approves programs Once approved, Agriculture's Kansas City Com-
modity Office arranges for purchasing, packaging, and transporting
commodities to a U S port Since June 1986, ocean transportation to a
foreign port is arranged by a private contractor under contract with AID
When the commodities arrive overseas, cooperatingsponsors are
responsible for protecting the commodities and for transporting and dis-
tributing them to the needy and accounting for them

AID missionns perform an extremely important role in managing emer-
gency relief efforts, both before and after the food arrives The mis-
sion's duties include

" evaluating how much food countries need and submitting emergency
program requests to AID Washington,

" reviewing distribution plans developed by cooperating sponsors which
identify where, how, and to whom commodities vnll be allocated,

" reviewing cooperating sponsors' internal control systems and storage
plans, and

"

	

monitoring distribution to ensure that commodities are properly pro-
tected and accounted for

Since commodities provided under the Title 11 program are both expen-
sive and perishable, effective oversight and control by AID missions are
essential to the program's overall success

During 1984, 26 African countries received 606,000 metric tons of U S
emergency food assistance Programs ranged in size from 34 metric tons
for Djibouti to 61,943 metric tons for Senegal Recipient governments
received 63 percent of the commodities, multilateral organizations
received 19 percent, and Pvos received 18 percent.

Cooperating sponsors generally are required to distribut^ Title II com-
modities free of charge However, in certain circumstances, such as
famine or other disasters, the United States may allow cooperating
sponsors to sell all or a portion of U S -donated commodities if (1) no
other source of funds exists for transporting or storing the commodities
or (2) a sale is the only effective mechanism for reaching the needy In
such cases, proceeds must generally be used to meet in-country distribu-
tion expenses and/or to support projects directly related to emergency
relief or rehabilitation Sponsors in 18 of the 26 countries were allowed
to sell 219,266 metric tons of food, or 43 percent of the total p,, ovided
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Table 1 .1 : Distribution Methods for
Emergency Assistance Programs
Reviewed by GAO

Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

Appendix I
Emergency Food Assistance to Africa

The five countries we visited received 147,761 metric tons, or about 30
percent, of all fiscal year 1984 emergency food aid As indicated in table
11, 23 percent of the emergency food provided to these countries was
designated for sales and the remaining 77 percent for free dlstributlon

in metric tons

Country
Burkina Faso
Mail
Mauritania
_Senegal
Somalia
Total
Percent

Because of congressional interest ni the U S. response to Africa's
drought, the large quantity of aid provided to Africa in 1984, and thelikely continuation of emergency assistance in future years, we reviewed
the results and management of Am's Title II emergency assistance pro-
gram to

determine the distribution of fiscal year 19084 emergency assistance and
identify how much food reached the most needy;
identify obstacles to distributing food;
assess nussions' planning efforts before the food arrived, and
evaluate AID's efforts to monitor food distribution and ensure
accountability .

We evaluated the programs in Burkma Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Senegal,and Somalia between November 3 and December 13, 1984 We selected
these countries because of the large amount of assistance provided tothem We also visited AID's Regional Economic Development Services
Office in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, during December 10 to 13, 1984. Wereported separately on our concurrent reviews of the emergency foodcrisis in Ethiopia .

~ An overview of the Emergency Situation In Ethiopia (GAO/NSIAD-86-70) Apr 12, 1985, and TheUnited States Response to the Fthtooibn Food Crisis(GAO/NSIAD-86-66) Apr 8, 1986
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Sales
Recipient

government

Free distribution
Recipient World Food

government Program
Voluntary
agencies Total

14,957 8,278 23,235
8,215 1,774 10,000 5,820 25,809

19,447 830 20,277
50,392 10,000 1,551 61,943

11,490
_

5,007 16,497
34,662 71,613 25,007 16,419 147,761

23 49 17 11 100



Figure 1.1 : Map of Africa Showing the Cnuntries That GAO Visited
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Appendix I
Emergency Food Assistance to Africa

To identify obstacles enconnteied in delivering food, we interviewed
mission officials and representatives of recipient governments, other
donors, and various Pvos . Ne also ana:yzed time frames for requesting,
approving, and delivering food and visited port, storage, and food distri-
bution canters Finally, to evaluate mission planning and morutormg
efforts, we obtained documentation on mission activities and determined
whethermissions complied with the guidance in AID Handbook 9, the
agency's manual of regulations wluch governs s.ll Public Law480
programs .

At AID headquarters in Washington, D.C ., we interviewed AID officials,
reviewed program guidance, obtained statistical information on Title II
activities, and examined individual country "ales . Appendix II contains a
list of organizations that we visited during the review.

We conducted ourreview in accordance with generally accepted govern-
ment auditing standards.

U.S . emergency food aid helped to alleviate the effects of drought to a
considerable extent in most of the countries we visited . Overall success,
however, was affected in varying degrees by difficulties m obtaining
reliable estimates of cereal deficits, transportation problems, late arrival
of food, lack of agreement on distribution plans before the food arrived,
and inconsistent monitoring by the missions .

To determine the status of food distribution, we reviewed cables, project
status reports, and other documents prepared by missions and cooper-
ating sponsors. To identify how much food reached the most needy, we
interviewed mission officials andreviewed distribution plans to identify
which areas or categories of people the missions identified as needing
assistance and compared this information with distribution reports
showing where and to whom cooperating sponsors sent food Based on
our discussions with mission officials, we use the term "most needy"
throughout this report to refer to (1) people living in areas which expe-
rienced large cereal deficits as a result of the drought and which the
missions indicated should receive U.S . aid and (2) categories of people,
such as mothers and children, to whom the missions directed aid
because of their high level of malnutrition .
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Appendix T
Emergency Food Assistance to Africa

Table 1.2 : Statue of U.S . Emergency Food AidAs of November/December 1984'
In metric tons

As of December 1984, records and reports prepared by the missions and
cooperating sponsors showed that 100,861 metric tons of food or 68 per-
cent of the 147,761 tons provided to the five countries had been distrib-
uted Fifty six percent of the emergency food, or 82,108 tons, had been
distributed to people m,)st vulnerable to the drought's effects, as defined
above, and 12 percent had been distributed to people less vulnerable to
the drought's effects or sold to public institutions, including the mili-
tary, which we believe should not have received emergency food
intended to reach people suffering from malnutrition Of the remaining
46,910 tons (32 percent),

"

	

32,781 metric toils, or 22 percent, had not been distributed at the time of
our field visits, and some may have been no longer needed for emer-
gency use

"

	

1,188 metric tons, or less than 1 percent, was lost, and
"

	

12,941 metric tons, or 9 percent, wasof unknown status.

Table 1.2 shows the status of J S emergency aid by country

Country
Burk ina Faso_
_Ma_Ii _
_Ma_untania_ -
Senegal
Somalia
Total
Percent

"Amounts shown for each country reflect the status of commodities at the time of our visits during
November 3 to December 13, 1984

oAmount unloaded at port of arrival

"Missions had not received distribution reports from cooperating sponsors for amounts in Burkina Faso
and Senegal For Mali the 10 000 metric tons vies donated through WFP, which is not required to reportto AID on the status of distribution We were unable to obtain the status of distribution from WFP or the
government If the amount for the WFPwas not considered, then the amount for Mali targeted to most
needy would be 55 percent

"Reflects only documented losses loss reports had not been filed m every case

"Does not include 5 000 metric tons donated through WFPwhich r,ad not arrived in Somalia as ofNovember 22, 1984
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Olatr1buted

Total aid
To other

To most than most Statusrecelvedb nedy (°% of tota l ) needy Undistributed unknown° Loasea°
23,-2-35-22-,6-6-4 98 244_ 236 91
25,809 8,645 34 2,673 4,1 66 10,000 325

_20,277 14,216 70 5,748 313
61,94_3 34,583___56_____11 ,170 13,0 30 2,701 459
16,497" 2,000 12 4,900 9,597

147,761
_

82,108 J- 56 18,743 32,785_ 12,937 1,188
100 -

_ _
56

12
22__ 9



Appendix I
Emergency Food Assistance to Africa

The results of the 1984 emergency programs varied significantly by
country . In Burkina Faso, cooperating sponsors succeeded in distrib-
uting 98 percent of the food to people living in the northern and central
areas most severely affected by the drought . Relief programs in the
remaining countries were less successful in reaching the most needy
Transportation problems were a factor in Mauritania, and late arrival of
food was a factor in Senegal. In Mali, mission distribution reports
showed that one-third of all commodities reached the most needy ; how-
ever, the status is significantly affected by lack of information on
10,000 metric tons provided to wFP, which is not required to report to
the mission. wFP officials told us that the commodities were turned over
to the government for distribution. During our visit, we were unable to
obtain the distribution status from the government . If the amount for
tre wFP were subtracted from the total amount provided (26,809 minus
10,000 tons), then 72 percent of the food provided through the mission
would have been distributed and the amount reaching the most needy
would increase from 33 percent to 66 percent .

The program in Somalia was the least successful .

"

	

2,000 metric tons of the food, or 12 percent, reached the intended
recipients .

"

	

4,900 metric tons, or 30 percent, had been distributed to public institu-
tions, including 1,603 metric tons sold to Somalia's armed forces .

"

	

9,697 metric tons, or 68 percent, had not been distributed

In its comments on a draft of this report (appendix III) AID said L`-qt we
should clarify our definition of the most needy, the statistics )r~.ented
regarding the percentage of food distributed to the most needy, and the
point we are making concerning the statistics presented . Our objective
was to determine the disposition of food provided by the United States,
that is, whether it was distributed to people who had been designated by
the missions as most in need As noted in our definition of the "most
needy", such people would be anyone living in an area which had been
designated to receive emergency commodities for general distribution
and persons specifically targeted to receive emergency food such as spe-
cific feeding programs of the private voluntary agencies Our determina-
tion of the percentage of food being distributed to the most needy
contains no implication in and of itself as to what happened to the
remainder of the food This has to be determined by looking at the par-
ticular situation, and this is shown in table L2 Thus, the message of our
repoi L is that although many people were reached with food, significant
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Appendix I
Emergency Food Assistance to Africa

quantities of food, for whatever reason, did not reach the most needy
during the period of severe need

In its comments AID implies that all food distributed went to the most
needy or to needy persons. This may have occurred, however, based on
our review of AID mission records in these countries and discussions
with mission officials, 12 percent of the food was riot distributed in
areas or to categories of people identified by the missions as needing
assistance .

The Alb comments raised questions aboutthe statistics presented in
table 1.2 relating to Mali, Mauritania, and Senegal. These comments are
highlighted and are discussed m detail in appendix III, pages 36 through
46.

In its comments on Mali, Am objected to our analysis which showed that
2,673 tons distributed did not reach the most needy and 4,166 tons were
undistributed . The 2,673 tons identified as not reaching the most needy
was sold in regions not designated by the mission as priority and
without an approved distribution plan targeting most needy persons.
AID's comments nonetheless indicate that the food went to the most
needy In its objections to our identification of 4,166 tons as undistrib-
uted, AID said that all rates of sale are creditably programmed by the
Mali government at all levels to respond to market conditions and to
assure no rupture m cereal supplies occurs. The 4,166 tons of undistrib-
uted commodities was targeted for sale primarily m the Mopti region .
Although these commodities were in storage at the time of our
November 1984 visit, appeals were made by the Mali government in
August 1984 for additional emergency food aid for the Mopti region (see
GAO comments 12 to 14, app. III).

For Mauritania, AID said that the 70 percent distributed I c the most
needy had little meaning without further explanation of factors, such as
stock management policies and coordination with other donor distribu-
tions, and that the undistributed milk and butteroil were intended to
support distribution programs through early 1986. We saw no indication
in Mauritania that the undistributed food was due to "stock manage-
ment policies and coordination with other donor distributions " It was
all requested to alleviate the 1984 food situation The storage life of the
butteroil expired before the end of 1984 (see GAO comment 19, app. 111)

For Senegal, AID questioned our figures showing that only 66 percent of
the food reached the most needy, indicating that although some of the
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food planned for northern Senegal, the hardest hit region, went to
southern Senegal, there was great need m the South About 11,170
metric tons (or 18 percent) provided to southern regions is not included
in ourcomputation of food going to the most needy primarily because
mission documents refer to the southern regions as "non-priority
regions" and FAO reported that these regions could cover66 to 73 per-
cent of their food needs through local production whereas the northern
regions could cover7 to 31 percent of their needs Of the 11,170 tons
that went to the south, mission monitors determined that 2,929 tons
went to areas that did not need the food because sufficient supplies
existed If the remaining amount distributed in the southern regions
were assumed to have gone to the most needy, then the portion of food
delivered to Senegal and distributed to the most needy would increase
from 56 percent to 69 percent (see GAO comment 22, app. III).

Due to the lack of reliable data on food requirements, missions in all five
countries experienced problems m identifying the amount of emergency
food needed In Somalia, because of inaccurate data on food supplies,
the United States provided too much food assistance, thereby poten-
tially weakeningthe government's incentive to attain food self-suffi-
ciency In the remaining countries, we did not identify any adverse
effects caused by the lack of precise data on food requirements.

Missions used recipient government cereal need forecasts in reviewing
the amount of emergency food needed for each country However, many
mission officials believe that government data on cereal production,
reserve stocks, imports, and population are often incomplete or inaccu-
rate . In some countries, mission officials made field visits to confirm the
extent of crop damage or compared information from a variety of
sources, such as the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration and WFP/ FAO reports, against government estimates . The fol-
lowing examples illustrate the types of problems the missions
experienced in estimating food needs.

In Mauritania, mission officials and other donors believe the government
underestimates cereal supplies, rncludii,g production, reserve stocks,
and expected food deliveries, and overestimates demand On the
demand side, the government lacks a firm population estimate More-
over, between 1981 and 1984, the government increased its estimate of
how much cereal each individual needs a year from 130 to 150 kilo-
grams, thereby increasing Mauritania's annual cereal requirements by
34,000 metric tons . According to the mission, the government's decision
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to increase the estimates of need was based on a subjectivejudgment
that cereals had become more important to the Mauritanian diet
In Senegal, the government, on the basis of its September 1984 projec-
tion of a 160,000 metric ton cereal deficit for 1986, submitted arequest
for emergency aid to the European Economic Commission ir, December
1934 A Commssion official discounted the government's estimate
because it was completed prior to the end of the growing season and was
not revised to include the effects of excellent rainfall that occurred from
crud-September to mid-October 1984 The Commission projected that
Senegal would have a 260,000 metric ton surplus in 1986.
In Somalia, mission officials believe much of the data provided by the
government is inaccurate (,r incomplete . First, the cereal production esti-
mate generated by the central government varied from the regional gov-
ernment estimate by an average of 20 percent, according to government
officials . Second, the government did nothave an estimate of private,
on-farm cereal stocks for 1984, although many donors believed the
amount was significant Third, population estimates for the country
vary greatly, recent studies by wFP and AID cited total population as 4.7
mullion and6.4 million, respectively, excluding refugees .

Mission officials and the local European Economic Community represen-
tative stated that Somalia's actual 1984 food shortage was less than
originally projected, thereby reducing the need for emergency assis-
tance. Cereal production was higher than the government and wFP/FAo
projected in December 1983, according to these officials and a Sep-
tember 1984 urFP/FAo report Moreover, farmers sold more of their
reserves than expected, according to the mission As a result, total sup-
plies for 1984-the year AID provided emergency food aid-exceeded
the country's total demand as estimated by the mission and Somali gov-
ernment We believe that this was one reason why, as of November 10,
1984, the Somali government had distributed only 6,900 metric tons or
42 percent of the 16,497 metric tons of U S. assistance and 68 percent
remained undistributed.

Providing Somalia with too much food aid could weaken the govern-
ment's incentive to increase production and adhere to a policy of food
self-sufficiency According to one recent AID study, Somalia has the
capacity to greatly increase its cereal production Changes made by the
government between 1982 and 1984 have resulted in increased planting
and greater production Too much food aid, therefore, could undermine
recent policy reforms which give farmers an incentive to produce more
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In Mauritania, transportation problems limited the government's ability
to distribute U.S emergency food . This was a factor in 28 percent of the
U.S emergenc-, " food ail remaining undistributed as of November 1984.
Transportation networks in the other four countries, although ineffi
cient and sometimes strained, did not significantly impede distributions.

Transportation problems in Mauritania occurred from the time U.S .
emergency food left the port of Dakar, Senegal, to its receipt in villages.
Trucks transported food to Mauritania across the Senegal river on a
ferry capable of transporting only 360 to 900 metric tons each day .
Between June and August 1984, over 60,000 metric tons of cereal des-
tined for Mauritania arrived in Dakar. According to government offi-
cials, delays occurred during this time as trucks queued, waiting to cross
the river on the Senegal side . Once food arrived in Mauritania, a
shortage of trucks prevented the government from transporting food
beyond its 62 regional distribution points to isolated rural communities.
As a result, the equivalent of only 60 kilograms of cereals per person
was distributed throughout theyear-considerably less than the 160
kilograms peg person used by the government in its request to donors .

As of December 1984, the storage life of 1,188 metric tons of butteroil
had expired, and it could have become unusable if not distributed
quickly. In addition to the remainlng emergency food, nearly 20,000
metric tons of U S. wheat and sorghum provided through the Title II
sales program also remained unsold . Despite the large quantities of
stocks, the mission requested an additional 16,000 metric tons of food
for its 1986 emergency food program.

Somalia's major port experienced some congestion in July and August
1984, when most food aid from the United States and other donors
arrived Transporting food from ports to in-country storage centers pre-
sented some difficulties m Mall and Burkina Faso but did not lead to
long delays

In Mali, problems occurred in transporting food from Abidjan, Ivory
Coast, when a large volume of food arrived during June to August 1984
and the government was unable to locate sufficient trucks due to its low
trucking rates and inefficient procedures . In Burkina Faso, the reluc-
tance of a trucker's union to let nonBurkinabe truckers haul commodi-
ties temporarily disrupted the flow of commodities from Lame, Togo, to
Burkina Faso Overall, however, the transportation of commodities pro-
ceeded relatively smoothly
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Once food arrived in-country, sponsors generally provided proper pro-tection for it . The warehouses we visited in Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauri-tania, and Senegal were well-built and adequately maintained . Inaddition, commodities were stacked to proper heights and, for the mostpart, had been fumigated In contrast, storage conditions mSomalianeeded considerable improvement. (See p. 28).

The 1984 emergency food aid generally arrived later than the tunesrequested by the missions andoften after the start of the normal rainyseason . In Burkina Faso and Mali, the food arrived late partly becausethe missions waited until after the harvests in November 1983 to submitrequests . The time required by AID Washington and Agriculture toapprove programs and to procure and transport commodities alsocaused food to arrive later than planned . Some programs were disruptedbecause of these delays; however, major distribution disruptions wereavoided largely because normally seasonal heavy rains did not occurdue to the continuing drought, so the roads remained accessible in mostareas. Nonetheless, significant distribution problems could haveresulted, since 68 percent of the U S emergency aid arrived duringtraditional rainy seasons. If the time to approve programs and ship com-modities could be reduced, it would aid in the delivery of U.S . food whenit is most needed and can be distributed most efficiently.

For Burkina Faso and Mali, ar

	

°lier request might have enabled emer-gency food to arrive when it A

	

host needed and/or prior to the coun-tries' rainy seasons The missions in both Burkina Faso and Mali waited1 to 3 months after the cereal harvest, when better production estimatesshould be available, to submit their requests In contrast, the missions inMauritania and Senegal used preliminary cereal production estimates tosubmit partial food requests 1 to 2 months before the harvest. A missionofficial in Senegal stated that the intent was to get food in the pipelineas quickly as possible and then use post-harvest cereal estimates as thebasis for a supplemental food request, if needed . While the Mauritaniaand Senegal missions submitted pre-harvest emergency food requests inSeptember 1983 followed by post-harvest requests in November, theMali and Burkina Faso mission waited until December 1983 and January1984 to submit complete requests For 1986, the Mali mission submitteda partial fiscal year 1986 food request in October 1984, before theharvest

After the missions submitted their requests to AID Washington, it thentook from 4 to 9 months to deliver the food to the five countries . For the
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24 shipments made, the approval, procurement, and inland transport of
food required an average of 6.6 months, as shown in figure 1.1

Approval of emergency program requests took an average of 2 months
In addition to the time required to convene the interagency committee
members and resolve their questions about proposed programs, other
problems, such as funding, delayed program approval For example, AID
waited b months to approve a 26,000 metric ton sorghum shipment to
Senegal because it could not do so until the Congress approved a supple-
mental appropriation For Burkina Faso, AID waited for over 2 months to
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approve 5,000 metric tons of food because of the need to obtain a sup-
plemental appropriation Jn Somalia, wFP's 10,0002 metric ton program
was not approved for 2 months because of difficulties in identifying a
source of funds for in-country transportation expenses.

During fiscal year 1984, Title Il funds could be used only to pay for the
cost of commodities, ocean transportation, and, in the case of landlocked
countries, inland transportation by truck or rail from ports to initial in-
country storage centers In the case of commodities for urgent and
extraordinary relief requirements, beginning in fiscal year 1985 Title 11
funds can be used to cover certain in-country transportation costs-
previously the cooperating sponsor' responsibility This change to the
law could help to eliminate delays due to cooperating sponsors' inability
to finance distribution costs if sufficient Title II funds are available .

Once AID obtained program approval, Agriculture required an average of
3 months to procure and transport food to a U S port for shipment to
Africa The last shipment of 5,000 metric tons of food to Somalia, which
AID requested Agriculture to purchase in June 1984, still had not arrived
by November, while another shipment of 5,000 metric tons, initiated in
May 1984, did not arrive until August . Mission officials could not
explain the cause of these delays . In Mauritania, the procurement of
2,500 metric tons of butteroil required 4 months due to a disagreement
between the mission and AID Washington on whether oil should be
shipped in large drums or small cans

Because of the problem in transporting food from the nearest port to in-
country storage centers in Mauritania, 1 I months elapsed between the
time food arrived in port and the start of distribution, compared with an
overall average of 0.8 months

The success of AID emergency relief efforts rests largely on whether
commodities arrive when they are most needed and can be transported
to intended recipients Because emergency aid arrived after these crit-
ical periods, some food deliveries to needy parts of Bi;rkina Faso and
Mali were delayed or canceled, and significant amounts of food sent to
Senegal and Somalia remained in storage More importantly, serious pi o-
gram disruptions could occur should future food aid arrive during nor-
mally heavy rainy seasons, which usually are between May or June and

?WPT had received only 6,007 metnc tons as of Nov 10, 19£34
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October Rouces to drought-prone areas m most countries we visited con-
sist largely of secondary dirt roads, which deteriorate during a normal
rainy season and often become impassable

U S emergency food shipments to Burlana Faso and Mali arrived during
the 1984 rainy season when some roads becwne impassable and certain
regions of the countries were cut off from food distribution In Burkina
Faso, over one-half of the U S food intended for two northern regions
was not delivered because truckers, fearful that rams would deteriorate
roads and result in damage to their trucks, refused to haul the food Of
the 2,550 metric tons scheduled for delivery in these regions, 1,438
metric tons were diverted to other, more accessible regions In addition,
the late arrival of U S commodities forced some cRsMaternal Child
Health Centers to suspend for 4 to 5 weeks food rations to participating
mothers and children In Mali, a Pvo postponed delivery of 400 metric
tons of U S cornmeal to the western regions because the rains com-
pounded problems with the already difficult terrain. The food was deliv-
ered after the rains ended but during the harvest

In Senegal, which has a more developed transportation system and is
less susceptible to rain delays, U S food aid still arrived later than
expected and after it was needed The last shipment of 25,000 metric
tons of sorghum donated directly to the government arrived in July
1984, 4 to 6 months after the critical need period identified by the mis-
sion In dune, the mission unsuccessfully tried to cancel 10,000 metric
tons of this shipment because the food was no longer needed However,
due to an error with the ship's bill of lading, the entire amount was con-
signed to the government of Senegal before AID could decide where it
was needed elsewhere . As it was politically difficult for AID to request
the food's return, the mission agreed with the government to allocate
the food among Pvos and the government's free and sales programs
During our inspection r ° government warehouses in December 1984, we
observed about 9,000 metric tuns still in storage

In addition to the government-to-government assistance, 10,000 metric
tons of II S sorghum provided through WFP arrived in August 1984--1
month after the 25,000 metric ton 11 S shipment Only 5,200 metric tons
of the WFP shipment had been distributed by the time of our mid-
December review, and no immediate distributions wei e planned fon the
remaining 4,800 metric tons Because of the large quantities of food still
in storage, neither AID nor the wFP planned to provide Senegal with
emergency food aid for 1935, according to in-country representatives .
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Late arrival of food may also be a reason why 68 percent of U S emer-
gency food provided to Somalia still remained in storage as of November
1984 In requesting emergency assistance from wFP in March 1984, the
government stated that food would be needed from April to July, the
months preceding the major harvest The first 6,000 metric tons of food
did not begin arriving until the end of July 1984 and, as of November,
only 1,616 metric tons had been distributed. At the time of our visit,
government and wrip representatives had not reached agreement on who
should receive the remaining food The remaining 6,000 metric tons still
had not arrived at the time of our review in November

Distribution Plans Not

	

In the countries we visited, there appeared to be a direct relationship
between the extent of planning before food arrived and the programs'Approved Before Food

	

success-as measured by the percentage of food that reached the most
Arrived

	

needy. Am's Handbook 9 addresses the importance of planning for the
distribution of emergencycommodities, but it does not provide detailed
procedures . It states that the missions should review sponsor distribu-
tion plans, which show how commodities will be transported from the
original entry point to final distribution sites Although the Handbook
does not specify when distribution agreements should be reviewed and
approved, we found that when the missions required cooperating spon-
sors to develop distribution plans and approved those plans before the
emergency food arrived, a higher percentage of total U.S food aid
reached the most needy

For example, in Burkina Faso 98 percent of the U S emergency food
reached the most needy We believe this resulted largely because the
mission required the government to identify the areas of the country in
greatest need and to develop a distribution plan showing how much food
each region and local jurisdiction would receive Before the food arrived,
the mission reviewed the distribution plan and included it in the formal
agreement between the two governments The agreement restricted the
sale of all 16,000 metric tons of emergency food to the northern and
central regions of the country To complement the government sales pro-
gram, the mission worked with CRS to develop a free distribution pro-
gram in the same areas to reach people unable to pay for food and
vulnerable to malnutrition

Although transportation problems limited food disti ibutions in Mauri-
tania, 70 percent of the food provided reached the most needy Before
the food's arrival, mission officials, working with other donors and the
government, designated certain regions in the country where each donor
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would send emergency aid Once commodities arrived, mission officialo
agreed to a change in priorities to relieve shortages in other regions
caused by the late arrival of other donors' food .

In contrast, only 12 percent of emergency commodities provided to the
Somali government i eached the most needy The mission did not require
the government to develop a detailed distribution plan and instead gave
it considerable flexibility over how and to whom commodities were sold .
AID intended the program to increase the supply of food to urban areas
because the farmers could not provide the cities with sufficient food due
to the drought Food was to be distributed in the urban areas through
private sector sales However , the government sold only about7percent
of the U S food to the private sector . Instead, public institutions,
including the military, received U S emergency food Consequently,
most U S emergency food w;snot distributed to those urban areas most
in need .

In Senegal, where the drought severely affected the northern regions of
the country, the mission did not finalize a distribution agreement with
the government for the first U S. food shipment until after it arrived .
Whilethe mission and government were discussing where the food
should be distributed, the government agency responsible for distribu-
tion sent over one-half of the first shipment to the less needy southern
regions Mission food monitors determined that nearly 3,000 metric tons
sent to these regions were not needed at that time because existing sup-
plies were sufficient According to a mission official, the government did
notsubmit distribution plans prior to the arrival of subsequent U S food
shipments because officials wanted to wait until after they knew how
much food other donors would provide. In negotiations on subsequent
disti ibutions, the government's position that the food be distributed
equally throughout the country rather than to just the most severely
affected regions required the mission to compromise its position that all
the food go to the north Consequently, Senegal's less needy southern
regions i eceived 29 percent of the food verified by the mission as
distributed

In Mali, 34 percent of emergency food aid reached the most needy For
the government-to-government food aid, 2,673 metric tons of emergency
commodities were sold in non-prioi ity regions Lo pay for the cost of
transporting 1,774 metric tons of free food to less accessible, yet
severely affected, regions in the north The mission and government
developed a distribution plan fcii the tree food but not for the sales food
The mission allowed the sales food to be sold in non-priority areas that
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were closer to regional storage centers, thereby reducing transportation
costs.

Each of the countries we visited except Somalia used Pvos to some
extent to distribute food, and the missions were generally pleased with
their distributions. Overall, Pvos were responsible for distributing
16,479 metric tons of food, or 11 percent of the total In each case, the
Pvos submitted detailed distribution plans to the missions before the
food arrived For example, CRS, which has 26 years experience in
BurkinaFaso, gave the mission a detailed description of the (1) areas
most severely affected by the drought, (2) number and lo-,ation of
people the program would reach, and (3) amount of food to be provided .

Monitoring by the missions of the emergency food program in the five
coun',rries varied widely Some missions relied heavily on information
provided by governments and, in some cases, made few or no visits to
ports, storage facilities, distribution centers, and villages that received
food On the other hand, some missions extensively monitored the pro-
grams and were in a better position to identify problems andtake cor-
rective actions.

We believe this wide variation in monitoring occurred because (1) AID
miss.ons have the authority to determine the amount and type of moni-
toring to be performed, with little to no AID Washington involvement,
and (2) mission officials differ on the amount of monitoring they believe
:s necessary Accordingly, we believe more specific guidance by AID
Washington .s needed to ensure greater consistency in monitoring .

AID missions determine the amount of monitoring to be performed based
on guidance contained in AID's Handbook 9 This document contains
broad guidance on monitoring and states that missions should rely on
host governments and Pvos as much as possible to determine whether
food reaches the needy According to the Handbook, basic monitoring
tools include cooperating sponsor reports, field observations, and close
liaison with sponsors The Handbook also states that mission officials
can use sample checks to assess the reliability of cooperating sponsors'
systems It apes not require missions to visit ports, storage, and distribu-
tion centers, specify how often such visits should be made, or require
missions to seek approval of their monitoring plans from AID Wash-
ington Moreover, missions are not responsible for monitoring food
which the United States donates through wi"'P .
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The Am missions we visited independently determined the extent and
type of monitoring needed to ensure that cooperating sponsors properly
used and accounted for emergency food In general, missions devoted
most of their resources to monitoring government-to-government pro-
grams. This approach seems reasonable, since most pvos we contacted
employ their own food monitors and have fairly strict controls over the
receipt and distribution of food In contrast, the missions frequently
cannot rely on governments to submit accurate and timely reports,
according to mission officials. However, the missions can stay informed
of the status of distribution through routine field visits to ports and
regional and local distribution centers .

Monitoring Was Extensive in

	

In Senegal, where the United States provided the government with
Senegal and Burkina Faso

	

60,392 metric tons of food for free distribution, three food monitors
hired under short-term contract verified the status of 96 percent of the
food . Using the government's distribution plan, monitors visited distri
bution sites throughout the country and verified amounts received by
reviewing trucking receipts and local distribution lists and by talking to
local officials. Monitors also spot checked local villages by asking inhabi-
tants whether or not they received U.S . sorghum After their return
from field visits, monitors prepared trip reports highlighting their find-
ings and entered information into a computer from which they later pre-
pared status reports on each shipment .

In Burkina Faso, the mission closely monitored thegovernment's sale of
14,967 metric tons of sorghum to drought-stricken areas. For each of the
three government-to-government shipments, a mission representative
went to the port of Lome, Togo, to observe unloading and to help resolve
problems in trucking food to Burkina Faso . After food arrived in-
country, monitors made numerous field visits to regional warehouses
and sales centers to verify amounts received, sold, and stored The moni-
tors then prepared trip reports noting the quantity and condition of U .S
food on hand and updated a computer data base developed to track the
status of U.S . food sales.

More Extensive Monitoring Needed

	

Mission officials in Somalia had not extensively monitored the go,,ern-in Somalia, Mali, andMauritania

	

ment's sale of 11,490 metric tons of emergency food Insufficient
staffing, caused partly by the 4-month absence of the Food for Peace
officer, may explain the limited amount of monitoring performed . How
ever, as of November 10, 1984, more than 4 months after emergency
food began to arrive and 2 months after the Food for Peace officer had
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returned to work, the mission had prepared only one commodity status
report and had not inspected food remaining to be distributed.

Aim Handbook 9 requires that adequate storage facilities be available to
prevent spoilage or waste of U.S.-provided food During our visit to one
government warehouse containing an estimated 3,936 metric tons of
U.S . wheat, we observed the following questionable conditions

Bags had notbeen stacked on pallets or placed away from walls to
insure proper ventilation to avoid spoilage
Wheat had not been fumigated, thereby increasing the likelihood of
infestation.
The warehouse floor was covered with 2 to 3 inches of grain which
warehouse officials said would be rebagged and sold forhuman
consumption.

Since mission officials had not visited the warehousebefore our visit,
they were not aware of the storage conditions at the warehouse, which
waslocated about 15 minutes away from the mission

In addition, several other important monitoring functions had not been
done We believe these functions should have been performed to
improve accountability . For example, monitors had not

verified quantities which the government reported as sold,
requested the government to provide a list of public institutions that
purchased food, or
determined whetherthe government had deposited sales proceeds in a
special account.

As a result, mission officials were not aware that the government had
sold to the military at least 28 percent of the 5,286 metric tons of emer-
gency food distributed under the government-to-government program or
had failed to deposit sales proceeds in a separate account as required

In its comments on a draft of this report, AID said that the military was
among the public institutions that received food from the Somali agency
responsible for food distribution, but there were no direct sales of
Title II food w the military . AID said that since Title I and Title II com-
modities were treated in a similar manner it could not identify specific
commodities sold to the military but that the Somali government had
indicated that all sales to the military were Title I commodities. During
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our visit Somali government agency officials provided us the informa-
tion on sales of emergency wheat to the military Emergency vegetable
oil was commingled with regular stocks from which the military
received 46 percent of all distributions each month; on this basis, the
military would have received 46 percent of the emergency vegetable oil .

In Mali, the mission monitored the government's free distribution of
1,774 metric tons of food but spent little time monitoring its sale of
8,000 metric tons . Monitors visited regional and local distribution cen-
ters and villages and examined records documenting the amount of free
food received and distributed However, for the food sales, the mission
relied exclusively on distribution reports submitted by the government,
it did not visit sales centers to physically inspect commodities m storage
and verify sales and losses As of our November 1984 visit, the most
current information from the government on rice sales was dated
August 31, 1984, even though sales continued after this date . Mission
officials had not made any sample checks to determine the reliability of
the government's statistics .

In Mauritania, the mission monitored the distribution of U S food tc 62
regional distribution points but made few sample checks at the village
level anddid not monitor the food's arnval at the port of Dakar. As of
November 1984, monitors had visited only oneof the three regions
where U.S . food wasdistributed. During that visit, monitors contacted
16 of about 24,000 families m the country's drought stricken regions. In
the absence of any mission representative at theport of Dakar,
numerous unloading, bagging, and transportation problems occurred,
delaying the movement of commodities northward to Mauritania . To
counter these problems in the future, the mission director requested per-
mission to hire another monitor to observe commodity unloading and to
help resolve problems at the port .

Officials at some missions we visited had different views on the amount
of monitoring needed For example, mission officials in Somalia believed
there was little need for monitoring food provided to the government for
sale and were satisfied with the limited amount of monitoring per-
formed . In commenting on a draft of this report, AiD stated the Mali nus-
sion believed that its monitoring was fully adequate to manage and
track all operations notwithstanding the fact that no site inspections
were done of the sales program In contrast, mission officials in Burkina
Faso believed frequent site visits to storage and distribution centers
were needed when commodities were sold by the government .
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Under the Title I program, AID provides needy governments with low
interest, long-term credits to purchase excess U.S agricultural conunodi-
ties In Somalia, we found that .

Thegovernment sold fiscal year 1984 emergency food and, according to
a September 1984 AID evaluation, sold about 80 percent of all Title I food
provided between 1978 and 1984 to public institutions at prices consid-
erably below market value
Government auction committees did not follow procedures established
by AID and the Somali government during two October 1984 auctions of
over 25,000 metric tons of Title I and II commodities.
In March 1984, goverrurient officials sold 2,500 metric tons of Title II
wheat flour for considerably less than its market value to fncnds, who
resold it fora profit.

As a result, fewer funds were generated for development projects to be
funded with pi oceeds from the sale of Title I and 11 food, and some food
did not reach the program's intended recipients .

TheSomali government sold 71 percent of fiscal year 1984 emergency
food distributed as of November 10, 1984, to public institutions-
including the military-for considerably less than market value The
mission established few controls over the sale of commodities in its
agreement with the Somali government and performed only limited
monitoring . Contrary to AID Washington guidance, the mission did not
require the government to sell emergency food at market prices or
specify who was eligible to purchase food

In June 1984, AID Washington informed the mission that emergency com-
modities should be sold to public institutions at arms-length, free
market, pr,vate sector prices However, about 4 months earlier, the mis-
sion ext aged an agreement which gave the government broad discre-
tion over pricing This agreementallows the government to determine
sales prices and therefore does not specify how much money it is
required to deposit into a separate account

The mission's permitting the government to sell commodities at less than
market prices will result in fewer funds being available for agricultural
development projects Because the mission did not have complete data
on emergency food distribution, we could not determine how much more
money would have been available had all food been sold at market
value However, since retail prices for wheat flour and vegetable oil in
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Somalia as of August 1984 were at least 1 to 3 tunes higher than the
prices which public institutions paid for commodities, the amount would
have been significant Forexample, had the government sold 320 metric
tons of wheat flour at the August 1984 market price of 30,000 Somali
shillings per metric ton instead of 13,600 shillings proceeds would have
been about $210,000 greater

In contrast, the mission in Burkina Faso established restrictions over the
sale of emergency food before the food arrived by negotiating an agree-
ment with the government which specified

the price at which the government must sell commodities;
the amount the government could deduct from gross proceeds for oper-
ating expenses ;
the amount of proceeds the government must deposit in a special bank
account, including the account number, and
the manner in which the mission and government would approve the use
of proceeds for projects intended to alleviate the effects of future
droughts

As of December 1984, the government in Burkina Faso had deposited
funds in the special account, and Am had approved two development
projects to be financed from these proceeds.

Between 1978 and 1984, Somalia purchased 290,700 metric tons of U.S.
surplus food using Title I credits totaling $96.6 million.

According to the AID mission, the Title I program has helped to improve
U S -Somali diplomatic relations and has lessened Somalia's balance-of-
payments problem. However, rri AID evaluation team study found that
from 1978 to 1983 the Somali government sold about 80 percent of Title
I commodities to public institutions-primarily the armed forces and
government employees-at highly subsidized prices From 1981 through
1983, official prices for Title I commodities were less than one-half of
free market prices . Moreover, in August 1984, free market prices ranged
from 100 to 620 percent higher than the government's official selling
prices .

The sale of commodities at below-market prices limited the Title I pro-
gram's success in two ways, according to the study First, it caused
prices of agricultural products to remain artificially low, thereby pro-
viding a disincentive for farmers to grow more food Second, it resulted
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in fewer funds for agricultural and economic development projects,
which are an important part of the Title I program.

To preclude Title I commodities from providing further disincentives to
farmers, the study recommended that the mission encourage the Somali
government to sell Title I commodities to privatE wholesalers at public
auctions The mission obtained the government's zareement to sell one-
third of all fiscal year 1984 commodities m this manner The study also
reconunended that the mission monitor the end use of Title I conunodi-
ties more carefully m order to determine who benefits from the
program .

During the first two auctions, government auction comnuttees did not
follow procedures agreed to by the mission and the Somali government .
The auctions, held in October 1984, involved the sale of 21,387 metric
tons of Title I rice and 3,707 metric tons of Title II emergency wheat. In
a December 15, 1984, letter to the government, the mission director
noted that AID food monitors observed the following discrepancies
between the agreed terms of the auction and its actual conduct.

"

	

Public officials and non-district residents were permitted to bid,
although participation was supposed to be restricted to licensed, resi-
dent private traders . Most unqualified bidders were awarded food allo-
cations despite protests from qualified bidders .

"

	

Deadlines for receiving bids were extended without adequate justifica-
tion or mission concurrence

o

	

The seven highest bids in Berbera were rejected without justification,
and the price for rice and flour was arbitrarily set at about one-half the
prevailing market price

"

	

Bids were accepted and commodities were awarded without the required
10-percent deposit in some cases

"

	

No vegetable oil was auctioned to the private sector, instead, the govern-
ment sold all the vegetable nil to public institutions

Because o; these deviations from established procedures, 20 percent of
the food did not reach the intended recipients - licensed private cereal
and vegetable oil traders Moreover, fewer funds will be available for
development projects than if auction committees had permitted com-
modities to re Sold at full market value Through letters and meetings
with the government, the mission has informed it of the u regularities
and is attempting to develop procedures to prevent their recurrence
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Government of Somalia officials in early 1984 intercepted and sold
2,600 metric tons of Title II wFP wheat flour upon its arrival at the port
of Mogadishu The wheat flour was supposed to have been sold by a
government grain marketing agency and the proceeds used for a wrP
local development project Government officials sold the wheat for 6
Somali shillings per kilogram- about 17 percent of its free market
value-to friends who resold it for 18 to 26 Somali shillings . The total
government selling price was about $3 million less than the market
value Thus, friends of government officials realized significant windfall
profits, and it appears that the wFP project failed to receive the equiva-
lent of about $3 million, which it should have received if the conunodi-
ties had been sold properly

The local WFP representative responsible for monitoring the food met
with government officials after the incident and concluded that wFP
could do nothing about the loss since the entire shipment had already
been resold . Government officials promised that future shipments
should be sold at fair market prices
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Fist of organizations Visited

U S AID Headquarters, Washington, D G

Burkina Faso U S Embassy
U S AID mission
Government of Burkina Faso
World Food Program
European Economic Community
Catholic Relief Services

Ivory Coast U S AID Regional Economic Development Services Office
Abidjan Port Authority
World Food Program
Entrepots Meliens en Cote d'Ivare

Mali U S Embassy
U S AID mission
Government of Mali
Food and Agnculture Organization
World Food Program
League of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
Southern Baptist Mission

Mauritania U S Embassy
U S AID mission
Government of Mauritania
World Food Program
Catholic Relief Services

Senegal U S AID mission
Government ur Senegal
Food and Agriculture Organization
World Food Program
European Economic Community
Catholic Relief Services
Church World Services

Somalia U S Embassy
U S AID mission
Government of Somalia
Food and Agnculture Organization
World Food Program
CARE
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Note GAO comments

report text appear 3t the
end of this appendix

ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AGENCY
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON D C 20523

Mr . Frank C . Conahan
Director
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D .C . 20548

Dear Mr . Conahan :

In response to your request to M . Peter McPherson, enclosed are
the Agency's comments on GAO's draft report, dated September
16, 1985, entitled, 'Emergency Food Assistance to
Africa--Recommendations for Strengthening Program Management
(GAO assignment code 472051) .

We appreciate the opportunity to review the draft report and
are prepared to discuss the enclosed comments with members of
your staff upon request .

Enclosure : a/s

OCT 21 loss

Jul a Chang BLrSch
Asstant Administrator
Bureau for Food for Peace znd
Voluntary Assistance

supplementing those In the - - -
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Agency for International Development
Comments on the General Accounting Office (GAO)

Draft Report on PL 480, Title II
'Emergency Food Assistance to Africa--Recommendations

Strengthening Program Management'
(472051), dated September 16, 1985

GAO Recommendations

for

We appreciate the opportunity to review GAO's draft report
concerning U .S . emergency food aid assistance for fiscal year
1984 in Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Senegal, and Somalia .
In general, we believe the draft report reflects the problems
and difficulties that the Agency experiences in implementing
and administering P .L . 480 emergency food aid programs in
developing countries . However, it contains a number of factual
errors regarding speed of distribution, percent distributed to
the most needy, sale of food, and accounting procedures . It
also ignores the relationship of food aid to development, the
importance of selling food to offset the potentially
detrimental effects of free food aid, and the importance of
coordination with other donors . The Agency is constantly
seeking ways to improve the programming, implementation and
administration of these activities and significant progress is
being made . For example, a comprehensive food crop assessment
methodology has been developed that should greatly assist in
making more accurate and timely food need estimates . Secondly,
prepositioning in U .S . ports has been used to reduce drastically
delivery time to at-risk populations in certain countries .
Also, there has been considerable improvement in curbing delays
of food deliveries under emergency programs .

The GAO report contains four specific recommendations for AID ;

--Require Hissions to review cooperating sponsors' plans
for distributing emergency food prior to its arrival .
Missions should ensure that distribution plans specify (1)
the geographic areas or categories of people that will
receive aid, (2) the amount each area or group will receive
and (3) the transportation and distr :.brition networks to be
used .

--Require Missions to submit emergency food requests as
early as possible

	

Where appropriate, AID washington
should encourage Missions to submit partial requests based
on preliminary cereal needs estimates and follow up with
supplemental requests once needs are better known .

--Strengthen AID Handbook 9 standards for monitoring
emergency food . Such standards should contain more
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specific guidance on the extent and type of monitoring
needed to ensure proper accounting for commodities sold or
distributed free, including requirements for site visits to
storage facilities, regional and local distribution sites
and villages .

--Also, because of the problems identified, we believe
AID's Title I and II programs in Somalia require special
attention . Therefore, we recommend that you request the
AID Inspector General to review Public Law 480 fogd
programs in Soma-la . Such a review would provide
aaoiti.onal information or, the results of Title I and II
food programs and identify needed improvements .

The Agency's comments on the above report's recommendations,
findings and conclusicns points out certain inaccuracies that
should be corrected in the final report . With respect to
recommendation one, normally the DCC Subcommittee responsible
for approving these programs, approves PL 480, Title II
emergency programs based on USAID Mission's requests which set
forth in detail the emergency situation . The USAID request
must include the following information : 1) affected country
geographic areas, 2) categories of recipients eligible to
receive aid, 3) identification of distribution centers, and 4)
schedule for calling forward approved emergency commodities
including inland transportation mechanisms for moving food
commodities to distribution centers . Further, we believe that
the comments outlined below for each country identified in the
report show that corrective action where necessary is underway
or has been taken to address the above recommendations . For
this reason, and for clarifying a number of findings in t he
draft r eport, we request that these comments be appended to the
tin al GAO report .

With regard to the recommendation concerning the Titles I and
II programs in Somalia, AID/IG has conducted a review of the
program and found many of the same problems as outlined in the
GAO report . AID believes that little would be gained by
further audit . However, USAID/Somalia advises that the GAO
report should include in the final report that corrective
actions are being taken to address these problems . According
to the AID Mission in Somalia, the GSDR has deposited all local
currencies generated through the 1984 Title II emergency relief
program into a special account . To date, two transfers of 50
million Somali Shillings each were made to the Somalia
Development Bank (SDB) for a supervised agricultural credit
program . The first transfer, made in March 1985, was fully
used for loans to small farmers and cooperatives . The second
transfer is expected to be used over the next sin months .

All missions commenting on the draft report raised questions
about the statistics presented regarding the percentage of food
distributed to the 'most needy' . We believe that this aspect
of the report reeds considerable clarification . The
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definition of "most needy" should be much more precise . More
importantly, the point which the GAO is making concerning these
statistics should be clearly stated . Is it that the food was
poorly targeted, that food was wasted on people who were not in
need, or that people in need did not receive food because it
v,as diverted to the less needy? The perceptions or
misperceptions which could be generated by the language used _n
the current report might have very serious consequences for
U .S . food approvals and allocations in future emergencies .
We request that the GAO look carefully at all of the Mission
comments on this important point and assure that the final
report states clearly the GAO's concern .

In addition to the above AID/W comments, the following section
is based on information submitted by the respective USAID
Missions :

Burkina Faso

The Burkina Mission believes that the draft report accurately
reflects the problems and accomplishments of the FY 1984
emergency program in Burkina Faso . The Mission points out that
steps were taken to speed up the request and delivery process
which had positive effects on the FY 1985 program .

The Mission would like to correct one factual error in the last
paragraph on page 17 of the draft report . The report states
that reluctance of the truckers union to haul commodities
temporarily disrupted the flow of commodities . In fact,
disruption was caused because the union would not let
non -Burkinabe truckers carry cargo to Burkina at a time when
the available tonnage exceeded Burkinabe trucking capacity .

Mali

USAID/Bamako does not believe that the draft report presents an
accurate picture of food assistance in Mali . In summary, they
believe that the food aid transport was acceptable in fY 84,
and exceptional in FY 85 : that 100 percent of USAID food went
to needy persons or regions in FY 84, and that monitoring of
American food assistance has been fully satisfactory . In
particular, the USAID/Mis8ion would like to address the
following points :

1) Page 17, Port offtake from Abidjan . The Mission agrees
that there were port offtake problems in Abidl - y during July
and August of 1984 due to large quantities of food aid arriving
at the same time . These delay- however had no real impact on
the arrival of USG food assistance to the needy population . In
August of 1984, 28,000 MT were evacuated from the port of
Abidjan which effectively cleared the backlog, and final
distributions continued apace . In FY 85 offtake problems were
eliminated through the payment of a 25 percent bonus to
transports, which made trips to Mali profitable and vastly
increased the available number of trucks for Malian routes .
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2) Page 17, Late Call Forwards . The Mission does not consider
the food request placed in December, 1983 to be late . The
multi-donor Mission (MDM) which evaluated the drought situation
on behalf of all the donors and the GRM completed their
assessment on December 12, 1983 . It was upon this analysis
that all donors based their assistance projection to prevent
cereals market disequilibrium and to target their aid to the
most needy populations . Factors criti :al to food aid pltnners,
such as on-farm stocks, pest losses, etc . were not known prior
to the MDM work . Approval of food assistance is based upon
both a ration assessment of need and a cogent management plan .
Both take time to develop . In years of large deficits or risk,
the Mission will always attempt to place food in the pipeline
while we complete our analysis . This has been done in both FY
1985 and FY 1986 . In FY 1984, however, the Mission did not
anticipate a large call forward ; indeed the Mission wanted to
evaluate the first year of food relief before committing
ourselves to a second year . This placed a further constraint
on early USG call forwards . In retrospect the sum total donor
assistance and the Government of Mali's available stocks,
substantially provided for Mali its cereal needs in FY 1984,
and the USG made a valued contribution .

3) Page 24, Delays In In-country Transport . The Mission
disagrees with this section . First, no PVO handled cornmeal
for the Mission in 1984 . Secondly, a delay of the type
quoted .- Delivery after the rains but before the harvest--poses
no problems for the utility of food aid . Distributions just
before the h~rvest have a beneficial impact on production
Hungry people usually try to harvest cereals before they are
mature, thereby losing a large degree or the cereals weight and
nutritional value . Free distributions help halt this
practice .

4) Page 10, Food Receipt by Most Needy . We disagree as to how
GAO arrived at their percentage calculations of USG
performance, and, even more so, we disagree with GAO's
definition of most needy populations . GAO's figure of 8,645 MT
(34 per cent) of 25,809 MT received by needy populations
corresponds to no information in the Mission's possession, and
is at bottom meaningless . The Mission can state that all
Regions which received USAID assistance, or else the cereal
market in each of these regions was so short of grain that
Government intervention was required . Both these needs
correspond to general guidance . We believe that GAO did not
adequately review or analyse regional cereal deficits, and that
they visited far too few areas to make decisions on which areas
of Mali were quote unneedy unquote . Specifically, GAO objects
to the sale of cornmeal in Koulikoro and Segou . While the GAO
team visited neither of these regions, they had access to all
pertinent information at the Mission . This information

Now on p 21

See comment 9

Now on p 24

See comment 10

Now on p 15

See comment 11
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indicates that important sections of Koulikoro, some as close
as 90 miles north of Bamako, were gripped in famine, and that
the impacts of this famine were evaluated and confirmed by
USAID and state Dept . Medical Doctors . USAID and Southern
Baptist actions and commodities were instrumental in
alleviating suffering .To us, objecting to authorized sales of
food in a specific region, and agreeing to free food in the
same region is contradictory . Similarly in Segou and Mopto,
reports of hunger were numerous and USG food provided a sound
mixture of sales and free distributions .

5 . The Mission also objects to GAO's statement that 4, 166 MT
were undistributed . If the GAO is referring Lo free
distributions, all were substantially completed by the time of
their visit . If the GAO is referring to monetized commodities,
it betrays a lack of Mali specific knowledge . All rates o£
sale are creditably programmed by the GRM at all levels to
respond to market conditions and to assure no ruptures in
cereal supplies occur . Also it is extremely important to note
that the Malian rice harvest is commercialized in February, and
not November as with coarse grains . GAO must agree that it
would be unwise to liquidate all emergency rice stocks three
months before the harvest .

6 . Page 29, Sales In Noa-Priority Areas . The GAO report
seems to indicate that USG cereals can only be distributed in
the most affected areas . The GAO report omits the fat'.. that
other donors contribute to Mali, that cereals aLrive on
different cycles, and that needs change over the course of a
year . The Mission programs cereals in concert with the GRM to
best respond to Mali's overall needs . It would be door
programmin3 if all donors insisted on supplying only Gao and
Timpuctoo, at the expense of the rest of the country,
especially if the cereal need in these regions has already been
met by other donors . The Mis :;ion policy is to respond to
Mali's needs rationally, not the worst need irrationally . We
would also like to note that USG reaction, time and financing
was extremely rapid in FY 85 . As a result almost 50 percent of
USG assistance was targeted in the northern "most needy" region .
7 . Page 26, Alleged GRM Failure To Submit Distribution Plans .
The assertion that the Mission did not require the GRM to
submit distribution plans contradicts me documents the GAO
reviewed . The mission first began P .L . 480 emergency
activities in FY 83 with the monetization of 5,000 MT of rice
to pay for the free distribution of 5,000 MT cornmeal . After
this first year Mission opinion was that GRM implementation of
the monetized component was far better than their ability to
manage free distributions . As a result the Mission requested
and received permission to monetize the entire FY 84
government-to-Government program, based on the idea that
monetization was both sound drought relief and sound management
strategy . With full monetization approved, the Mission began
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extensive negotiations at both the political and technical
level to nudge the GRM into stronger drought relief management,
especially for free distributions . The result was that it was
agreed to sell 8,000 MT and distribute 2,000 MT . The Miasion
placed language in the Transfer Authorization 4616 requiring
the GRM to provide 'a detailed plan of execution for sales and
free distributions of these commodities before their arrival in
country . These plans bhould include the quantity to be
delivered to each sale or distribution point as well as an
estimate of inland shipping, storage and handling costs .'
This Transfer Authorization was signed on June 2, 1984 . On
June 19, the mission wrote a letter to the Minister of Interior
to discuss these issues . On August 10, 1984, Interior provided
an acceptable plan for free distribution to the arrondissment
level, along with an invitation to bid on the transport element
of this project to all major Malian transport companies . The
Mission fully agrees with GAO that we placed much more emphasis
on the free distribution aspects rather than the monetization .
But this makes sense because OPAM's performance in monetizing
commodities is fully acceptable while we felt Interior's
management of free distributions was not . Therefore, the
Mission would like to make the following three points clear :

A . To say that the Mission did not require or did not receive
distribution plans from the GRM is false . In fact, the
administration of free distributions was the single most
important issue the Mission faced that year, and the issue it
spent the most time on .

B . we have made our objections to GAO declaring certain areas
as non-priority . We also object to GAO's statement that
cereals were sold in certain areas because the Mission did not
require distribution plans from the GRM. obviously, since the
Mission requested very specific inland points of entry, (Bamako
for Xoulikoro, Segou, ana Mopti) we knew far in advance and
decided jointly with OPAM where these commodities would be
sold . we agree with the GAO that we did not receive from OPAM
an advance list of sales points by circle . However, circle
level sales plans are always written as part of normal OPAM-GRM
work loads at the Regional (not National) level . This
information is always available on request from ()SAID, and is
always included in OPAM's (Office Des Produits Agricoles Du
Mali ; final reports .

C . The Mission would like to note that at the conclusion of FY
84 activities it felt that interior's performance was still
subpar and as a result we ran all free distributions in FY 85
through PVO's, wil.n singular success .

8 . Page 35, Mission Monitoring . Mission readily admits to
spending vast :, greater amounts of time monitoring free

See comment 15

See comment 16

Now on p 30
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distributions . Sales have the advantage of generating reflows
which serve as an adequate control on sales and losses .
However, to imply that the Mission ignores sales monitoring is
simply not true . All information on sales is collected at the
Regional level, and monitors follow the rate of sales fairly
closely while working on free distributions . In the event of
discrepancies (which have not yet occurred), naturally the
Mission would fully investigate .

9 . Page 30, Monitoring . Over the past three years Mission
monitoring has been fully adequate to manage and track all
operations . Current staff is five contractors working under
direct hire supervision . Mission Food for Peace staff will
continue at this level in FY 1986 .

Mauritania

The Mauritania Mission believes that the draft report statement
that only 708 of the food had been distributed to the "most
needy" (p .3) has little meaning without further explanation of
factors such as stock management policies and coordination with
other donor distributions . Specifically, the Mission notes
that stocks of butteroil and NFDM which the GAO team found in
Mauritania were intended to support distribution programs
through early 1985 .

The Mission disputes the draft report's conclusion on the lack
of USAID monitoring (p .35) . The mission states that from May
1984 to the time of the GAO visit, USAID/FFP personnel had made
eight separate monitoring trips to the interior as well as
visiting Rosso periodiLally and visiting Nouakchott storage
areas and GIRM logistics offices almost daily .

The statements on pages 6 and 30 of the draft report that ---
Omissions in Somalia, Mali, and Mauritania, however, relied
more extensively on information provided by recipient
governments and, in some case s, made few or no field visits`
(emphasis added) should either be deleted or clarified . As
written, it has no meaning beyond innuendo .

Assuming that the statement is intended as a criticism of the
Mauritania Mission, USAID notes that they did rely on existing
reporting systems of the GIRM but built on these systems to
create a unified accountability trail which wa used to track
all U .S .G . emergency assistance to final distribution . USAID
notes that, in their exit interview, the GAO team commented
favorably on the monitoring system developed by USAID .
Finally, the Mauritania Mission comments on the GAO draft
recommendation regarding distribution plans . The draft report
implies that distribution plans should be developed and rigidly
adhered to regarding geographic areas, categories of recipients
am amounts each group will receive .

	

The Mission points out

See comment 17

Now on p 27

See comment 18

Now on p 2

See comment 19

Now on p 30

Now on pp 3 and 27

See comment 20
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that in a constantly evolving emergency situation, when food is
contributed by several donors, with less than perfect
coordination, some flexibility is needed, especially by the
largest donor, to adjust for arrivals, non arrival or delayed
arrival of other donor commodities .

Senegal

The Senegal Mission takes exception to the GAO statement that
only 56% o£ the food aid reached the 'most needy' . This
statement is apparently based, at least partly, on the fact
that part of the food which was originally planned for northern
Senegal, the hardest hit region, in fact went to southern
Senegal . The Mission points out that, although the north was
most affected, there was also great need in the south .
Further, the ration levels were adjusted so that they were
higher in the north than in the south . The last distribution
provided 15 KGS in the north vs . 10 1n the south .

The Mission also disagrees with the draft report's statement
that food could not be distributed because it arrived too late,
(p . 24-25) . The Mission maintains that, through extraordinary
efforts by the GOS in August and early September, FY 84 and
through some borrowing from commercial stocks, all food which
was planned for the emergency distribution program was
delivered .

Finally, the Mission disagrees with the draft report's
contention that distribution plans were not developed and
reviewed prior to the food arrivals (p . 26) . The Mission
states that, not only were plans prepared and reviewed by USAID
but they were also the subject of lengthy, detailed discussions
by the GOS/Donor Oversight Committee before agreement was
reached on the final plan .

soma Iia

A number of factors led to the serious food shortage in early
1984 . The rains had failed in 1983 and were uncertain in
1984 . The Saudi ban on livestock export hurt Somalia foreign
exchange earning power ability to import food commercially .
There was also uncertainty of stocks available in underground
storage . These factors tripled food prices making an emergency
Title II program in Somalia necessary . The food, however,
arrived six months after it was requested and approved . If the
`Title II food had arrived quickly, commercial food prices would
not have tripled between January and June 1984 . AID
acknowledges the difficulties of obtaining reliable, accurate
data regarding food production in Somalia . However, AID
believes it is now getting a reasonable estimate of
production . AID efforts with NOAA to improve predictions will
deal only with the current season . The growing season

See comment 21

See comment 22

Now on p 24

See comment 23

Now on o 25

See comment 24
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mentioned in the GAO report is from April to August . The
emergency need was in early 1984 . Secondly, drought was
predicted throughout East Africa, but Somalia was lucky to get
some rain at the right time . Thirdly, in early 1984, the GSDR
announced agricultural price liberalization . As a result,
farmers released more grain than usual from their underground
storage . Price liberalization, a policy reform AID had been
pushing, also increased agricultural production during the
following seasons . None of these factors could have been
predicted when the disaster was declared .

As part of AID's efforts to increase private sector
participation in Somalia's food distribution, Title II
commodities were sold to the private sector under a newly
established auction mechanism . Although the first auction had
many flaws, the principle policy change of establishing food
sales to the private sector was achieved .

Under the FY 84 Title I agreement the Mission secured GSDR
commitment to allow 25 percent of the commodities to be
auctioned to the private sector with future agreements to
increase the portion sold to the private sector . Eventually it
is planned to have all Title I commodities sold through the
private sector at market value . This will result in full value
of commodities being generated without subsidy and deposited
for economic development purposes . Under the FY 86 Title I
agreement the Mission proposes to increase the portion of Title
I commodities sold through the private sector from the FY 85
level of 40 percent to 60 percent .

In the first auction, Title II commodities were sold to the
Somalia agency responsible for purchase and distribution of
food (ENC) . ENC, which formerly imported food, now has its
role redurpH fo disrr1h,ition of donor food aid to public and
private sector as well . The public institutions that receive
food from ENC include hospitals, schools, government stores,
and the military . However, no direct sales were made to the
military . Since Titles I and II commodities were treated in a
similar manner, we can not identify specific commodities sold
to the military . The GSDR has indicated that all sales to the
military were made from the Title I account .

Also, under the FY 85 agreement the GSDR is committed to
revised improved auctioning procedures to correct
irregularities in the FY 84 auctions . The FY 1985 auctions are
underway now and we will not have final results until late
October . In the meantime, FVA is arranging to have an AID/W
official travel to Somalia late October to review the Titles I
and II programs and make recommendations for further
improvement, as necessary .
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The USAID Mission takes exception to the GAO statement that no
one was hired to replace the Food for Peace officer during his
sick leave . USAID/Somalia did hire somoone to replace the Food
for Peace Officer who was onsick leave during the period of
arrival and distribution of Title 11 commodities . The Mission
contracted a person for 90 days, and there was no hesitation on
the part of the USAID in taking this action promptly as soon as
the Mission was notified o£ the duration of the Officer's
problem .

Regarding Title I, the report indicates a need for AID to give
special attention to the problems identified in the report,
i .e . secure market value for commodities sold under Title I to
be used for economic development purposes and assure that the
GDRS follows the agreed upon procedures established for
auctioning Title I commodities to the private sector . We fully
concur with the report suggestions . The Mission is well aware
of both of these issues and has already taken steps to address
them .
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The following are our comments on AID's letter dated October 21,
1986 .

1 We analyzed all of AID's comments and the evidence supporting our
report and found no factual errors in the report regarding speed of dis-
tribution, percent of food distributed to the most needy, sale of food,
and accounting procedures As to the relationship of food aid to devel-
opment, the main points in the report, especially relating to Somalia, are
that too much emergency food could cause disincentives for local pro-
duction and that better controls are needed over the collection of local
currency sales proceeds which are to be used for development
Regarding the sale of food, the report notes that the mission in Burkina
Faso had a well-targeted sales program in the severely affected northern
and central areas of the country and a complementary free distribution
program in the same area designed to reach people unable to pay for
food In each country we visited, we talked with other donors and
reviewed mission documents regarding coordination of the various
aspects of the programs among donors .

AID comments appear to misinterpret much of the information presented
in the draft report Accordingly, we clarified the report to alleviate mis-
interpretation of the material presented.

2 For the 1986 emergency food program for the five countries in our
review, we made a limited survey of the time required to approve pro-
grams and to obtain commodities and begin loading them for shipment
For the first 7 months of the fiscal year, the process required only
slightly less time than in fiscal year 1984 As AID indicates, for certain
other countries it has pre-positioned commodities at U S ports and is
trying to improve the time required for theoverall process. We have not
evaluated the success of these efforts.

3 The content of the mission's emergency food assistance requests is not
at issue in the report Rather, our report shows that agreement with the
cooperating sponsoron the distribution plan is needed and that in some
instances no agreements were executed before commodities arrived in-
country. The report shows that the programs were more effective in
reaching the intended recipients when agreements were in effect prior to
commodity arrival and distribution .

4 Aside from any improvements the individual missions in the five
countries may have made, with the exception of the recommended IG
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audit m Somalia, the recommendations address improvements needed in
AID's policies and procedures which are relevant to all countries and to
future situations We believe implementation of the recommendations
will enhance AID's ability to provide timely future emergency food aid
and assure that it reaches the people most seriously affected by famine.

5 We asked the AID Iry about the indicated IG review of the Public Law
480 program in Somalia and were informed that the IG has made no
audit since ourreview The AID IG told us that the audit referred to in
the AID comments was made in 1982, which was 2 years before our
review The All) comments say that many of the same problems were
found during that review Thus, at the time of our review these prob-
lems had continued to exist for over 2 years, and it wouldseem that the
mission should take appropripte action to correct the problems . AID com-
ments state that the mission has taken correcti "re action on some of the
immediate problems noted in the report Because of the pervasive
nature of problems relating to the 1=ublic Law 480 program over a pro-
longed period of time-including the emergency and nonemergency pro-
grams-we believe the IG should make another review to evaluate the
extent to which improvements have been made mtheprograms and
problems corrected.

6 One objective of our review wasto ascertain thedisposition or status
of the emergency food aid provided to these famine stricken countries,
especially, whether it was distributed to those persons whoneeded it
most In doing this, we tried to ascertain through ourdiscussionswith
mission and recipient country personnel and review of available records
to what extent the food went to people the missions indicated had the
greatest need Thus, as stated mthe report, we have used the term
"most needy" to refer to (1) people living m areas which experienced
large cereal deficits as a result of the drought and which the missions
indicated should receive U.S aidand (2) categories of people, such as
mothers and children, to whom the missions directed aid because of
their high level of malnutrition .

A primary message in our report is that some quantities of food did not
reach the most needy This is evidenced by data obtained from the mis-
sions showing that 12 percent of food received and distributed did not
meet the above definition of "most needy " The report, supplemented by
comments 12 and 22 relating to Mali and Senegal, provides information
on the disposition of this food In addition, as shown in table 12, 22 per-
cent of the food remained undistributed after the period of greatest need
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in 1984 had passed Also, the status was unknown for 9 percent and 1
percent was reported as lost .

7 The report, has been revised to reflect AID'S comment.

8 . AID', comments agree that port. offtake problems in Abidjan were

	

I
experienced in July and August, but further state the delays had no teal
impact on the food reaching the population . It took about 9 weeks to
unload and obtain transportation to Mali for 6,000 tons of rice, which
arrived at Abidjan in May 1984, and 5,000 tons of cornmeal, which
arrived in July 1984 A total of 4,166 tong of food from these shipment.,
was undistributed at the time of our visit in November 1984 .

9 . In October 1983, the government of Mali declared a food emergency,
based on preliminary food deficit estimates of 330,000 tons, and
appealed for international assistance After the "multl-donor Mission"
completed its assessment of the situation in December 1983, the AID mis-
sion submitted its request for emergency assistance to AID Washington
As noted in the report, there was considerable variant,o in timing among
the missions in submitting their requests-the missions in Senegal and
Mauritania submitted early preliminary requests to get food in the pipe-
line, just as AID stated that Mali did for 1986 and 1986 The fact that the
government of Mali declared a food emergency in October 1983-the
second year of the drought-would seem to be sufficient justification
for the mission to submit an early request for food assistance in fiscal

	

I
year 1984

Regarding the need for early arrival of food, a November 17, 1983, food
monitor's report, covering the period from October 18 to November 8,
asked the question

"if we can help you, say, once a year, when is the best time to help you' The answer
was quite surprising Universally, people said not during the rains but during the
hot season, April, May and June "' I feel we should aim to do any further distribu-
tions before the rains start This is the time when people teel they need aid, and
given that distributions during the rains are impracticable, due to rodd and river
conditions, as well as the possibility of spoilage, we run the risk of delivering aid too
late to be of help to anybody it we wait until after the rains "

Similarly, a March 27, 1984, message to AID Washington regarding the
consequences of late food arrivals stated that.

"If food does not arrive in/near deticit areas before August, the following conse-
quences are anticipated
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-A Road conditions during rainy season will prevent distribution to most
severer affected populations, and food will be blocked in regional warehouses
unable to be transhipped Costs will be immeasurably increased, and objectives of
assistance will not be achieved

-B Next year's harvests will be reduced as many farmers in deficit areas would
be unable to continue plowing, planting and cultivating July and August are high
energy expenditure months in which above average calorie Intakes and expendi-
tures are necessary to complete farm work "

As noted in the report, the U S food that was distributed m Mall and
other countries alleviated the conditions of many people, and we agree
with AID that the "USA made a valued contribution " We made no judg-
ments regarding the adequacy of food provided to Mall and cannot com-
ment on AID'S statement that Mali s cereal needs were substantially
provided for in fiscal year 1984 We did note, however, that the govern-
ment of Mali in August 1984 was making urgent appeals for more assis-
tance for some areas Our point is simply that all possible efforts should
be made to provide food when it is most needed .

Because of the inordinate amount of time required to approve emer-
gency food requests and to obtain commodities and shipping, we believe
AID needs to take every reasonable action that is feasible in the circum-
stances to get food into the pipeline to facilitate its arrival in-country
when needed Thus, we believe AID should emphasize the need for early
submission of ei lergency requests in its operating instructions Early
requests can be adjusted or even cancelled, if warranted, after the situa-
tion is fully assessed, or food in the pipeline can be diverted to other
programs

10 Mission records show that the Southern Baptist Mission distributed
4,860 tons of U S cornmeal in Mali The Mission Operates in Mali under
the sponsorship of the African American Labor Center, a Pvo registered
with AID The i eport states that 400 tons of cornmeal was delivered
"after the rains ended but during the harvest" not "before the harvest"
as quoted in AID's comments

11 We made no determinations that any area or group of people in Mali
were "unneedy" nor did we object to the sale of emergency food in any
region, as indicated by AID's comments Our report observes that in the
absence of a distribution plan or other form of targeting, there is no
assurance that the emergency food sold in these regions went to the
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mo,t needy Com nent 12 explains in detail the amount of food distrib-
uted in Mali anu the effect of our definition of the most needy on how
we categorized the food that was distributed

12 A crucial difference between free food distr,bution and sales of
emergency food in nonpriority regions wasthe targeting of the food to
the most needy Although Lhe Southern Baptist Mission distributed free
cornmeal in some regions that were not the most severely affected by
food shortages, the food reached the most needy because it was targeted
to families identified as such by missionaries working in these regions
Cornmeal sold by the Malian government in these: regions, however, was
not targeted but was sold on the open market

Assuming that all the food distributed in Mali for which information
was available-free distributions and sales-went to the most needy,
then the percentage would increase from 34 percent to 44 percent (see
table 12-8,645 tons targeted to the most needy plus 2,673 tons indi-
cated as not reaching the most needy as a percentage of 25,809 tons
provided ) Table 12 shows that the percent of food provided to Mali
which reached the most needy is significantly affected by the amounts
undistributed, status unknown, and losses Also as shown in the table,
the World Food Prcgram was responsible for the amount for which the
status was unknown and for which we could obtain no information If
the amount for the v ;i- were subtracted from the total amount provided
(25,809 tons minus 10,000 tons), then 55 percent of the food for which
the mission was responsible would meet our definition of being distrib-
uted to the most needy Etien at this leLel, however, SubbLdlitidl portions
of the U S -provided food did -lot reach the most needy

13 The 4,166 tons of undistributed commodities were targeted for sale
primarily in the Mopti region but were an storage at the time of our visit
Although AID asserted that these commodities were held in reserve as
prudent commodity management, appeals were made in August 1984 by
the Mali government for additional emergency food aid for the Mopti
region

14 Our report does not indicate, as stated in AID's comments, that ti S
cereals can be disti ibuted only in the most affected ai eas. but it does
indicate that in the absence of a dish ibution plan targeting the most
needy tot the govei nment, sales progi am, thei e is no assurance that food
sold on the open market in nonpriority areas goes to the most needy We
agree with AID that other donors provided emergency assistance to Mali .
but this doesn't alleviate the need to tai get food to those most in need in
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times of limited food availability While AID indicated that food needs in
the Gao and Timbuktu regions had already been met by other donors,
during our visit in November 1984 to the Gao region, regional and local
government officials told us that serious food shortages still existed in
the region after emergency food contributed by the United States and
other donors had been distributed and that more emergency food was
desperately needed

15 Our report clearly states that the Mall government and AID mission
developed plans for free food distributions but, as pointed out in the
report and indicated in AID'S comments, this was not done for the sales
food even though it was a requirement in the transfer agreement
between AID and the government We believe that for food provided
thi ough sales in areas less affected by food shortages, a distribution
plan for these sales is essential to assure that the food is targeted to the
most needy Even if the Mali government's performance in selling com-
modities had been fully acceptable, as the mission suggests, we believe
that this was insufficient reason to relax the requirement of a planning
document for the sales food, thus losing this effective planning and con-
trol mechanism

16 AID comments that we declared "certain areas as nonprlority" and
that we stated that "cereals were sold in certain areas because the mis-
sion did not require disti ibution plans," are erroneous interpretations of
the report As explained in previous comments . areas were declared pri-
ority or nonprlority by the mission, and sales of food in the areas not
declared as priority by the mission were not targeted to the most needy

17 According to a mission food monitor in Mali, no monitoring is done at
the end-user level for sales food Also, our review of mission monitors'
field trip reports for fiscal year 1984 free food distributions disclosed no
reference to monitoring or follow-up of food sales This is one of the
examples of wide variations in monitoring among the missions and why
we believe that AID needs to strengthen its handbook standards for mon-
itoring emergency food In contrast to little or no monitoring of sales of
emergency food by the Mali mission, the mission in Burkina Faso exten-
sively monitored the sales of emergency food in that country

18 At the time of our review in November 1984, the mission had used
two contract monitors for the fiscal year 1984 emergency program.

19 Undistributed emergency food in Mauritania consisted of 1,652
mete is tons of wheat, 2,908 metric tons of milk, and 1,188 metric tons of
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butteroll The request for this assistance and the documentation sup-
porting its provision indicate that it was to be used to alleviate the 1984
food situation The butteroil was provided to complement and help to
nutritionally complete the emergency ration of wheat and milk We were
told that, ideally, all three commodities should be distributed sunultane-
ously There was no indication that any of this food was not being dis-
tributed due to "stock management policies and coordination with other
donor distributions " AID's comments state that the butteroll was
intended to be distributed during early 1986 However, the transfer
agreements specified an estimated delivery schedule of May and June
1984 and further stated that the butteroll had an approximate storage
life of 3 months at 70°F and 6 months at 60°F, both of which would
expire before the end of 1984 We observed 934 tons in storage which
had a packing date of May 1984 (Although not a subject of this review,
nearly 20,000 metric tons of U S wheat and sorghum delivered between
July and August 1984 under the regular Title 11, section 206, sales pro-
gram remained unsold At the time of our review, the ultimate disposi-
tion of these commodities was being considered.

20 As noted in AID'S comments, at our eyit interview we commented
favorably on the documentation system used by the mission in tracing
the commodities to the 62 regional distribution points However, as
explained m the report, the mission's monitoring at the village level
beyond the regional distribution points was limited Commodities were
distributed for the most part in three regions Monitors had extended
their monitoring beyond the regional distribution points to the village-
level in one region, butcontacted only 16 families End-use checks at the
village level had been planned but not made in the other two regions
which distributed about 39 percent of the wheat, 23 percent of the milk,
and 66 percent of the butteroil Also, as noted in the report, monitors
had not visited the port of Dakar wid dealt with the problems expe-
rienced there.

21 By suggesting that distribution plans should be reviewed and agree-
ment reached with cooper ating sponsors before the commodities arrive
in-coi .ntry, we did not intend to imply that such plans are to be inflex-
ible During the review in Mauritania, we noted that the mission and the
govei nment reached agreement on the distribution plan and then by
mutual agreement modified the plan to alleviate Shortfalls caused by the
late arrival of other donors' commodities As a inattei of control and
accountability, we believe that plans should be agiecd on before com-
modities arrive and then modified as necessary under the cu cumstances
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22 About 11,170 mete is tons of U S emergency food aid (or 18 percentof the 61,943 tons provided) went to southern Senegalese areas and isnot included in the "most needy" category based on the following con-siderations According to FAO's November 1983 assessment of the fooddeficit, southc i n Senegalese i egions could cover 66 to 73 percent of theirfood requeiements through local production but the northern regionscould cover only 6 to 31 percent through local pro('uetion Various mis-sion documents refer to the southern regions as "non-priority regions"and to "excessive amounts having gone to non-priority areas " Of the11,170 tons that went to the south, mission monitors determined that
2,929 tons went to areas that did not need the food because sufficientsupplies existed If the remaining amount distributed in the southernregion were assumed to have gone to the most needy, then the portion offood delivered to Senegal and distributed to the most needy wouldincrease from 66 percent to 69 percent As shown in table 12, substan-tial amounts of food remained undistributed at the time of our visit, andthis reduced the percentage distributed to the most needy.

23 Table 1 2 shows that 13,030 metric tons of emergency food aid deliv-ered to Senegal had not been distributed This ai;1ount was compiledfrom mission st itus reports and discussions with wPT representativesOf government-to-government aid, 26,000 tons ai rived in July 1984 and10 000 tons of wFP aid art ived in August 1984 At a minimum, this was 4or 6 months after the period of greatest need, which began between Jan-uary and Maich 1984 according to the mission's request for emergencyaid Some village chiefs in the northern region told us that the time ofgreatest need started even carliei and that their food supplies weredepleted In .Tune 1984, the mission determined that 10,000 tons of thelast shipment d"levered in July couldn't be distributed before the nexthai vest and therefore wasn't needed Thus, we believe that it is reason-able that the late arrival of food in relation to when it was needed was afactor in some food not being distributed

24 The mission is correct in its objection to the summary statement, asit related to Senegal, that distribution plans were not reviewed beforethe emergency food arrived The detailed discussion in the draft reportrelating to Senegal accurately reflected that the distribution plan hadbeen reviewed by the mission, but it had not been finalized and mutualunderstanding i eached with the agency respc.nsible for distributionbefore the first shipment art ived and distribution was made The reporthas been clai of led regarding the need not only to review the plans but toi em It an understanding with the cooperating sponsor on the distributionplan beioie food ariives or, at least, before its distribution .
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26 Because the Somali government did notkeep detailed records of allsales, sources and exact amounts of commodities purchased by the mili-tary could not be determined, as indicated in the AID comments . How-ever, Somali officials provided us with information showing that themilitary purchased 1,500 metric tons of emergency wheat, or 40 percentof th; 3,785 metric tons sold Somali government agency officials couldnot tell us which public institutions received emergency vegetable oilbecause it was commingled with regular stocks, and separate accountsfor the emergency vegetable oil were not maintained . However,
according to the agency's allocation plan, the military received 46 per-cent of all oil distributed each month, on this basis, it would havereceived 46 percent of the emergency vegetable oil .

26 Thestatement that AID objected to was from an earlier country sum-
irtary provided to the mission and not from the report The report sug-gests that insufficient staffing, caused partly by the 4-month absence ofthe Food for Peace officer, may explain the limited monitoring of theemergency program The Food for Peace officer, who had returned towork before our review, told us that competing demands, such as moni-toring other Public Law 480 programs, limited the extent to which heand his assistants could monitor the emergency program.
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